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Abstract. Justification of choices made throughout the design process of sys-
tems is a recurrent desire and quite often a formal request from certification au-
thorities in the safety critical domain. However, even though some work has al-
ready been done in the early phases of the development processes, justifying 
choices in the later phases such as detailed design or implementation remain a 
cumbersome activity left (without any support) in the hands of the developers. 
This paper presents a notation called TEAM (Traceability, Exploration and 
Analysis Model) and its associated tool called DREAM (Design Rationale En-
vironment for Argumentation and Modelling). The paper presents first the nota-
tion and its specificities with respect to other Design Rationale notations. Both 
the notation and the tools are presented on a case study showing how they can 
support design of interaction techniques for Air Traffic Control workstations. 
We also present the rationale that we have gathered while designing the graphi-
cal representation of the notation. 

1   Introduction 

Traceability of choices is a critical aspect of the development processes in the field of 
safety critical systems. Some standards, and especially in the field of safety critical 
systems, such as DO 178 B [21]) defines the guidelines for development of aviation 
software. This standard explicitly requires the use of methods and techniques for 
systematically exploring design options and for increasing traceability of design deci-
sions. DO 178 B is a document describing a design process, however, even though it 
is widely used in the aeronautical domain, the design rationale part remains superfi-
cially addressed without any guidance for the designers or developer on how to reach 
the objectives. Similarly, the ESARR (Eurocontrol Safety Regulatory Requirement) 
on Software in Air Traffic Management Systems [6] explicitly requires traceability to 
be addressed in respect of all software requirements (pp. 11 edition 0.2). 

While traceability has been a recurring concern in the field of HCI since the late 
80's (reaching a climax in 1996 with the book survey [17]) there is still no mature 
enough notation and tool to engineer traceability i.e. to support the exploration of 
options and the traceability of choices made throughout the development process. 

This paper presents such a notation called TEAM and its associated tool called 
DREAM. The notation extends QOC notation [15] in a way to be especially suited for 
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the traceability of interactive systems. The tool supports the edition and the exploita-
tion of models. Visualization techniques have been embedded to support specifically 
the tasks associated to models exploitation.  

Section 2 describes previous work in the field of design rationale and more pre-
cisely work dealing with interactive systems. Last part of this section introduces some 
criteria used to compare this previous work and to rationalize the need for additional 
work in order to support interactive system designers' activities. Section 3 presents the 
DREAM-TEAM approach i.e. both the notation and the tool. The description of the 
notation TEAM is based on QOC and has an emphasis on extensions that have been 
proposed and the rationale for their addition. Then the DREAM tool is rapidly pre-
sented. The tool is available for download on the web at the following address: 
http://liihs.irit.fr/dream. Last section (section 4) presents the actual use of DREAM-
TEAM approach on a case study in the filed of interactive Air Traffic Management 
workstations. This case study applies the approach to interaction technique design for 
clearances' (orders given to the pilots in the approach phase) input.  

2   Related Work 

This section presents related work on design rationale. It positions the work described 
in the paper with respect to the current state of the art in the field. It is structured 
around two aspects: notations for modelling and storing information and tools that 
support the edition and retrieval of information stored in models. In order to fit the 
number of pages limitations we have gathered screenshots of the tools in one single 
figure: Fig. 1. These tools are presented in detail in the following sections.  

2.1   IBIS - gIBIS  

gIBIS [4] (Graphical IBIS) is a tool supporting design activities. Main objective of 
gIBIS is to capture design rationale emerging during these activities. gIBIS supports 
IBIS (Issue-Based Information System) notation [10]. A snapshot is provided on area 
2 (bottom left corner) of Fig. 1. 

IBIS notation is the first notation that explicitly relates design activities and design 
rationale. IBIS main goal is to capture decisions that are made and so with an histori-
cal perspective (i.e. how and why designers have taken this decision). IBIS breaks 
down design into Issues. An Issue could be related to Answer, Statements, or Posi-
tions. These three elements are linked with one or more Arguments (positive or nega-
tive). A network, called issue map, represents dependencies between Issues. Issues are 
connected together by four kinds of dependencies: more general than, similar to, 
temporal successor of, logical successor of. The main drawback of this notation lays 
in the arguments. Arguments support or deny one solution. Each solution has pro and 
cons arguments, but there is no way to compare solutions. gIBIS does not provide any 
support for handling large diagrams such as nesting, duplication of issues, … This is 
not a problem when small diagrams are edited, but when it come to real size applica-
tions, not supporting scalability may lead to inconsistent diagram. 

gIBIS extends IBIS notation by adding two kinds of nodes in order to improve 
flexibility:  
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(1) external, allows integrating other electronic documents (pictures, videos, mail, 
text etc.);  

(2) other, this node include all thinks users can not associate to other nodes. And 
two links are added, one for generalised a position and one in order to specialise a 
position.  

gIBIS users are supposed to focus on three points: to capture design history, to 
support several kinds of conversation media (mail, news, etc.), to search information 
into diagrams, and navigate on diagrams. Fig. 1 (area 2) provides a snapshot of the 
gIBIS environment. On the left part, a diagram is displayed with both detailed and 
global view. Top right corner displays textual representation of the diagram. The set 
of buttons provides functions for diagram edition (add node, add link, delete, etc.) 
while the right corner displays additional textual information about currently selected 
node. 

2

1
3

4

 

Fig. 1. Screenshot of four environments dedicated to design rationale 

gIBIS was evaluated by a one year study [5]. From this study it is claimed that 
most users understood usefulness of design rationale thanks to the tool. This was not 
the case during the learning stage of the notation without tool support. However, the 
study has also shown that the tool required sequential editing of diagrams i.e. first 
issue then position and argument. It is not allowed, for instance, to enter arguments 
without having first edited issue and position. However, due to this constraint, gIBIS 
diagrams are always syntactically correct. 
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2.2   IBIS - Compendium 

Compendium [3] is based on IBIS notation too. Compendium is a follow up of Quest-
Map and improves it by allowing the integration of Excel™ and Word™ files into 
diagrams. Compendium features a graphical interface and has been used in several 
projects both academic and industrial. Authors are not satisfied about the tool and 
they have shown that users did not use the tool in the expected/right way. They used it 
to keep history of ideas, solutions, and as shared memory. They did not use it as a tool 
to capture rationale during the design phases as they were supposed to. 

A snapshot of the environment is proposed on Fig. 1 (area 1). Each node is associ-
ated with an icon. Issues are displayed as a question mark, positions as a light bulb, 
positive arguments as green plus, and negative arguments as red minus. Users have to 
be logged on the system in order to use it. This feature allows Compendium to store 
data about who made modification and when they were made. In its current state, the 
tool only stores the date of creation and of last modification of nodes. 

No global visualisation of the diagram is available which makes cumbersome the 
activity of working with large diagrams. Lack of global visualisation of the diagram 
slows down the navigation. Compendium allows users to provide more information 
about a node by adding textual information but there is no mean to access this infor-
mation by searching for instance and thus this information remains at a too low level 
to be usable. The number of appearances of a given node throughout the diagram is 
provided by the system, but there is no support for locating the other instances of a 
given node. Additional feature allows exporting diagram into html, textual or picture 
file that could easily be included in a documentation report. This notion of documen-
tation report is of prime importance when dealing with safety critical systems as paper 
documents can be used as legal documents.  

2.3   DRL - SIBYL 

The aim of SIBYL [12] is to support group work during decision making phases and 
is based on DRL notation (Decision Representation Language) [14]. DRL aims at 
capturing decision made during the design process. DRL is made of edges and nodes 
and thus offers a graphical representation for diagrams. Each node is considered as an 
object of the following type: alternative, goal (i.e. the decision problem), question, 
group, viewpoint, procedure, status (decided or not) and claim. Edges can only con-
nect two objects and are of the following types: achieves (alternative, goal); supports 
(claim, claim); denies (claim, claim); presupposes (claim, claim); is a sub goal of 
(goal, goal); answers (claim, question); is an answering procedure for (procedure, 
question); is a result of (claim, procedure); tradeoffs(object, object, attribute); is a 
kind of (object, object); suggests (object, object). 

DRL notation allows users to split a design problem into one or more sub prob-
lems. As for IBIS notation, each option is evaluated independently from the others. 
The resulting diagram is highly structured. Scalability is a also a main issue for this 
notation as diagrams grow up rapidly and feature a lot of edges crossings and this 
makes DRL a not easy to use notation (both in terms of reading and producing  
diagrams). 
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SIBYL (see area 3 of Fig. 1) supports DRL. SIBYL was built following Potts and 
Bruns model [20], [13]. This model can be seen as a set of guideline for building 
interactive system supporting a design rationale notation. SIBYL is implemented with 
a database where information is stored in and can be retrieved from. Even though a 
Graphical representation is provided there is no support for global visualisation.  

2.4   QOC - Desperado 

Desperado [19] is based on QOC notation. As the work presented in this paper builds 
upon QOC too, we present this notation in more detail than the previous ones. In this 
section we first introduce the notation and then we describe Desperado tool. Other 
tools have been proposed to support the edition of QOC diagrams as for instance [22] 
but Desperado is, from our point of view the more mature.  

QOC (Questions, Options, Criteria), is a semi formal notation (see Fig. 2) meant to 
be is easy to use and to understand. Each actor, involved in the design process, could 
understand and use the notation whatever their background is.  

A typical QOC diagram can be break down into three columns and links between 
items of columns. Each row represents a notation's item: questions, options, and crite-
ria. For one question, several options are associated. Option represents a design solu-
tion for the question. An option is evaluated by several criteria, each criterion sup-
ports (strong link) or denies (doted line link) the option. A criterion can be used to 
evaluate several options and thus may appear several times in the diagram. Criteria 
permit to model qualitative comparison between options. When choices are made, 
designers have to select (according to criteria for instance) the option. The selected 
option (is framed (see for instance option3 in Fig. 2) and usually the selected option is 
the one that satisfies the larger number of criteria. In QOC, an option may lead to 
another question (as for instance question 2 in Fig. 2) thus explicitly showing links 
between diagrams. In addition, arguments can be attached to link between options and 
criteria in order to describe with further detail, either the content or the underlying 
rationale for the value assigned to the link. The explicit handling of criteria is one of 
the main advantages of QOC with respect to other design rationale notations.  

Question 1

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Critère 1

Critère 2

Critère 3

Question 2

Argument 1 Argument 2

Critère 4

Critère 5

 

Fig. 2. An example of a QOC diagram  

A snapshot of Desperado environment is provided in area 4 of Fig. 1. Desperado 
was built for storing and reusing design rationale data. Desperado is related with a 
data base storing all the information. Edition of models is only sequential and is done 
by means of form filling following four steps: First step (set up), users have to fill in 
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context related information (question description, user name, design step, people 
related, etc.). The tool helps users by providing data from the database. In the second 
step, users fill in options, criteria, and provide an impact value of criteria to options. 
Some values may be prompted by Desperado according to the other values for the 
other options in the diagram. At step three, users index relevant electronic documents. 
Last step allows users to create new questions related to the one under consideration 
and thus refine the model into a sub-model. Users can also search (using keywords 
request), and modify previously edited diagrams. 

Editing phase is constrained due to the imposed sequence data input. The tool does 
not make it possible to store pending questions, questions not yet resolved (after a 
question the user must edit options). There is no global representation of data, making 
it hard to handle large models event though this is a typical size for DR diagrams. 

2.5   Comparative Analysis 

In this section, we provide a comparative analysis of the notations and their environ-
ments tool plus notation. Comparison is made by criteria. Notations (first column in 
Table 1) are evaluated with respect to arguments (possibility to plug argument in the 
diagram), valuations (level of valuation), criterion and hierarchical (possibility to 
build nested diagram). The relation to criterion is ticked if the corresponding notation 
allows for a given criterion to be related to several options in order to provide a com-
parative analysis of options. Tools (second column in Table 1) are compared with the 
following criteria (last column in Table 1): database (link with a database or not), 
graphical displays (included direct manipulation), links with other electronic docu-
ments, and the implementation of specific features supporting the edition phase (such 
as undo/redo, etc.). 

Table 1. Summary of evaluation of design rationale notations and tools 
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gIBIS 2 - -  - 
IBIS 

Compendium 2 -  
DRL SIBYL 2 - - - - - - 
QOC Desperado 3 - - - 

Evaluation of notations and tools, as shown in Table 1 gives two main information 
about QOC and IBIS notations. QOC is the only notation meeting the criterion attrib-
ute. QOC also offers three levels of valuation between criteria and options. QOC 
satisfies all criteria we decided to evaluate but its related tool Desperado satisfies only 
one criterion. Concerning IBIS, gIBIS and Compendium are useful tools (they allow 
the edition of diagrams and information storage) but they embed the limitations of 
IBIS notation. Besides, none of the notations and tools defines clear relationships with 
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Human Computer Interaction concerns and they do not provide any support for deal-
ing with specific information for the design of interactive system. 

Following this comparative study and the requirements extracted from our projects 
in the field of safety critical interactive systems, we purpose hereafter to extend QOC 
notation in order to embed HCI components and empower the notation. We also de-
signed a tool supporting this notation meeting most of the criteria presented above. 

3   DREAM and TEAM Approach 

TEAM (Traceability, Exploration and Analysis Mode)) & DREAM (Design Ration-
ale Environment for Argumentation and Modelling) are a new approach dedicated to 
the support of systematic exploration of option and traceability of decision that are 
made throughout the development of safety critical interactive systems. As stated 
above TEAM is based on QOC notation [15], so, building on section 2, we first pre-
sent all the extensions we designed from standard QOC and then how DREAM has 
been designed to support the edition and manipulation of TEAM diagrams.  

3.1   Extensions 

Currently we have embedded four extensions to 'standard' QOC diagrams in order to 
support the specific needs for interactive systems engineering: task model and scenar-
ios, ergonomic criteria and usability factors, weights to criteria and factors and con-
nection to software architecture models for interactive systems. 

Tasks models extension [11] aims at integrating task models in QOC diagrams in 
order to be able (through scenarios extracted from the task models) to assess respec-
tive performance of the various options under consideration. As task analysis and 
modelling is at the core of User Centred Design [18], integration of task models must 
be embedded in the rationalisation process. Besides, the extraction of scenarios from 
task models provides precise and concrete information for assessing the relative effi-
ciency and usability of different design options. In TEAM, task models are connected 
to options thus allowing representing the fact that an option is able to support the 
performance of a given task by the user. 

Ergonomic criteria and usability factors extension has been introduced by Farenc 
and Palanque [7]. In the original QOC there is no way to store and thus to argue with 
respect to user and stakeholders requirements. However, it is clear that in User Cen-
tred Development, users play an important role in the decisions made. In this exten-
sions user requirements are expressed as a set of factors. The factors correspond to 
high-level requirements such as learnability, safety, usability, etc., and some criteria 
may increase or decrease the satisfaction of a factor. A factor can be connected to one 
or several criterion. The early identification of factors has been based on McCall's 
classification [16] that is widely used in software engineering. The elements of the 
classification are the following: (1) quality factors (requirements expressed by the 
clients and/or users); (2) quality criteria (that can be measured for a given option 
according to a given scenario); (3) metrics: allow the actual valuation of a criterion. 
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According to studies done by Shum [23] QOC notation can transcribe exactly what 
users' want but a remaining issue is that criteria are at the same level i.e. it is not pos-
sible to say that a given criterion is more important than another one. Applying the 
notation in the field of safety critical interactive systems we have seen that such 
weighting of criteria is required as this is very often mentioned when decisions are 
taken. For this reason, we propose to associate to criterion and factor a weight de-
scribing their relative importance for stakeholders and users. The weight as defined in 
TEAM can have up to five valuations: starting from 1 (important) to 5 (optional). For 
the same reasons a weight is also associated to each criterion but for a given option. 
Thus in a given diagram a given criterion might be weighted as important while being 
weighted as optional in another diagram. Similarly, weights are associated to factors. 
The actual weight of a factor has an impact on the weight of the related criteria. 

Arch model [0] is an extension of Seeheim model [8]. Arch breaks down an inter-
active system into five components: the domain specific component, the domain 
adaptor component, the dialogue component, the logical level interaction component, 
and the interaction toolkit component. Arch is both generic and precise enough to 
provide a framework for structuring design rationale diagrams. Our extension pro-
posal is to relate each question to a component of the Arch model. As we are dealing 
with interactive systems design, we have decided to merge the domain specific com-
ponent and the domain adaptor component into one called functional core. As the 
argumentation is often targeted to presentation (in the broad sense) and not towards 
one of the two presentation components of Arch, we have decided to integrate them. 
To summarise, each question can be attributed to one of the 3 following components: 
functional core, dialogue and presentation. It is also possible to not relate the question 
to any component of the arch model. 

3.2   Tool Support DREAM  

DREAM has been designed in order to support all the features of the TEAM notation 
presented above. It has been designed to support users' activities such as edition of 
TEAM diagrams (including storing related documents for argumentation), modifica-
tion and visualization techniques for handling large diagrams. DREAM is available 
on the web and can be downloaded (together with some excerpts from case studies) at 
the following address: http://liihs.irit.fr/dream . 

During edition phase (corresponding to the recording of information and the explo-
ration of options), DREAM interaction tries to reduce syntax errors (with respect to 
TEAM syntax) as only authorised relations between two nodes are allowed. DREAM 
provides a feedback animation when a node is modified. When modification is made 
on a duplicated node, animation is provided on all entity of this node. This permits 
user to see the impact of the changes throughout the entire diagram.  

DREAM also supports the decision phase (when design decisions are made by de-
signers). 'Classical' QOC diagram can be inconsistent as it is possible to choose an 
option o1 (appearing in a set of option s1) for a question q1 and but to select a differ-
ent one o2 (appearing in a different set of option s2 where o1 appears too) for another 
question q2. This kind of consistency in the choice phase is detected by DREAM and 
prompted to the user for modification. 
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Fig. 3. User Interface of DREAM environment 

Usually Design Rationale is seen an element or document only available at the end 
of the design process. As in User Centred Development the design process is iterative, 
it is required to support the edition and decision phases in an iterative manner too. We 
propose to capture each step of the edition of the diagram and to store information 
about the changes made, who made them and when. The same holds for the decision 
phase. To support these activities, DREAM tool features a session area (see area 1 
and 2 of Figure 3). A session is made of a diagram (and all its related documents), a 
list of authors, and a date. We distinguish to types of authors involved in the design 
process. The makers: people who create and elaborate the diagram. The deciders: 
people who make decisions and give the global trends to follows. Deciders could be 
customer(s) and/or user(s). Decisions made by makers are mostly guided by deciders. 
DREAM permits to start new session or to start a new file from a selected session. 

One of the critical characteristic of DREAM is that it embeds functionalities that 
are of great advantages with respect to manual edition of diagrams. One of these is 
related to the multiple appearances of nodes within a given diagram. In this section 
we already mentioned this aspect for options but it is also true for criteria, factors, 
tasks and scenarios. For instance the same factor can appear in several places. Chang-
ing the weight of such a factor has an impact on all the other instances of the factor 
and an animation feedback is provided when a modification is done, to help user to 
see the impact of the modification on the entire diagram. 
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We decided to provide a graphical representation of the each TEAM element that 
can be interactively manipulated. Each element of the notation is associated with a 
glyph, a colour, and a label. Label contains a short description of the node, a descrip-
tion more precise can be entered and documents can be attached to any node. Ques-
tions are depicted as red square, options as orange disc, criteria as green triangle, 
factors as blue triangle, and arguments as grey triangle. Glyph and colour, of criteria 
and factors, evolve according to their weight. A strong weight is represented by a 
strong glyph (bold border) and brightness colour; whereas a weak weight is repre-
sented by a fuzzy glyph and pastel colour.  

As stated above, Design Rationale diagrams are expected to be large and contain-
ing a large quantity of information. To tackle this, DREAM provides three simultane-
ous representations that are represented in areas 3, 4 and 5 of Fig. 3. Area 5 is stan-
dard visualisation of the diagram that can be zoomed in and zoomed out. This view is 
dedicated to edition activities. Area 3 displays the entire diagram, and the red rectan-
gle match with the current view in area 5. A third visualisation is bifocal [2] and can 
be seen in area 4. This view displays TEAM diagrams in a tree-like way and allows 
users to focus on detailed part of the tree (right hand part called focus) and to keep a 
context view of the rest of the tree (left hand part called context+focus). They allow 
users to focus on one node (a factor for instance) and to see all the nodes that are 
connected to it. This type of visualization is really useful as it counter balance the 
problem of allowing multiple appearance of the same node in a diagram.  

4   An Air Traffic Control Case Study 

This section presents the use of TEAM and DREAM on a case study. This case study 
comes from the Air Traffic Management domain and deals with interaction design 
issues on an Air Traffic Control workstation.  

4.1   Context 

The DREAM/TEAM approach has been applied to the entire case study and is one of 
the 3 case studies we developed so far. One of the main objective for this case study 
were the following: 

• Every information concerning design process could be store by means of the 
TEAM notation; 

• Extensions are used and useful with respect to 'classical' QOC; 
• DREAM tool supports the various activities of the several kinds of users involved 

in the design process.  

The case study has been developed with colleagues at the CENA (French Centre 
for Studies on Air Traffic Management) and is based on an interactive application 
designed and developed by them. The context is the one of 'approach' air traffic con-
trollers i.e. controllers in charge of aircraft approaching an airport. The aircrafts are 
handed over to them by so called 'enroute' air traffic controllers and they are supposed 
(after preparing the aircrafts route appropriately) to transfer them to the 'tower' con-
trollers in charge of take-off, landing and taxiing.  
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The approach air traffic controller can be in charge of a significant number of air-
crafts and might have to issue a lot of clearances1 in a very short period of time. This 
activity is different from the one of the other types of controllers for whom time scale 
is much longer.  

 

Fig. 4. Task model describing ATC activity 

Figure 4 presents (using the CTT notation [24]) a task model of an 'approach' air 
traffic controller. This task model is only partial but conveys all the information rele-
vant to the case study. The task is divided in four high level sub-tasks: select a flight, 
select clearance (level, cap (i.e. heading), speed, rate, etc.), select value and confirm 
or cancel. After selecting the aircraft, the ATC selects the type of clearance to be 
issued. The selection of the type of clearance is made by pressing at least once on the 
keys named "level", "cap", "direct" and "speed". The clearance value is typed-in using 
the keyboard and can be either a new value (i.e. a number), a confirmation "maintain" 
or a correction "resume" the previous value. A graphical feedback is provided when 
the value is validated.  

level cap direct

speed

cancel

valid

resume/maintain  

Fig. 5. Left hand part: cyclic access to level menu. Right hand part functions related to keys. 

                                                           
1 A clearance is the name given to the orders sent by the controller to the pilot. This can be 

changing heading, flight level, speed, …  
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Ten kinds of clearances are identified, only four buttons are available. Functions 
are classified by themes and statically associated to keys (see Fig. 5): 

• Key "num lock" corresponds to level menu (CFL, TFL, PFL, RFL); 
• Key "/" corresponds to direct menu; 
• Key "*" corresponds to cap menu (Cap, Right Cap, Left Cap) ; 
• Key "-" corresponds to speed menu (Speed, Rate). 

Fig. 5 (right part) presents the four functions accessible sequentially via key "num 
lock". Menus are cyclic, for example to reach PFL function user press three times 
(modulo four) key "num lock". 

4.2   Rationalisation  

The interactive system designed by CENA was mainly aimed at allowing ATC to 
issue clearances as rapidly as possible. Other (secondary) concerns were making error 
rate as low as possible and avoiding syntactically incorrect clearances as much as 
possible. The current interactive application consists in a radar screen, a mouse and a 
keyboard. The radar screen displays all flights controlled by the air traffic controller 
as well as incoming and outgoing flights. Each flight is graphically represented by a 
label (see left hand side of Figure 5), a set of dots representing the past 5 positions of 
the aircraft and speed vector (a straight line) providing information about both speed 
(line length) and direction (line direction). The flight label contains the following 
information flight id, plane id and altitude level. 

The design team at CENA followed a user centred design [18] and iterative ap-
proach. After some information gathering, they implemented a first prototype. This 
version evolved during several meetings involving users and designers. After each 
meeting minutes were prepared and distributed. Those meeting, held on a regular 
basis, offered the opportunity to users to comment and practice the various proto-
types. The process ended after the tenth meeting. 

In order to validate the DREAM/TEAM approach we used the tool and the nota-
tion to model all the information contained in the minutes. The information gathered 
was ranging from graphical design sketches (representing graphical appearance of 
objects), automata (describing the interaction technique) as well as decisions about 
the retained and discarded design options. A last report summarising all the choices 
made during the meeting was also available and has been used by CENA team as a set 
of requirements for the development of the final application. In order to trace the 
process we built diagrams starting from these ten reports and the summarizing report. 
We built a first diagram and this diagram evolved with information extracted from 
meetings in a chronological way. Only six sessions appear in the diagram as four 
sessions were not containing relevant information or ended prematurely. 

Customers/users gave two strong requirements: data entries have to be fast, and 
application had to be quickly implemented. 

4.3   Modelling with TEAM  

For space reasons we do not present the entire models resulting from the design ra-
tionale activity. A more complete one can be found in [25] this section the modelling 
process itself but we describe the output of the process. Task models and scenarios 
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were not used in the design process by CENA and this is the reason why do not ap-
pear on the diagram. Four criteria were identified and are duplicated (i.e. "fast", "hon-
esty", "user's automatism", and "efficient quickly"). They are connected to most of the 
options. The resulting diagram is displayed on Fig. 6 and contains 203 nodes (41 
questions, 55 options, 21 criteria, 6 factors, and 20 arguments). The point here is not 
to describe individually each node but to present salient information that provides 
insights about the process, the notation and the tool. 

Left hand side of Fig. 6 presents a subset of the entire diagram resulting from the 
modelling process while right hand side emphasises one frame extracted from the 
diagram that is discussed hereafter. 

The five rounded rectangles highlight one couple criterion/factor. This couple ap-
pears five times in the diagram. The criterion is "performance" meaning that perform-
ance can be assessed in several places in the diagram for several options. The factor is 
"fast" and models a customer/user requirement that interaction is required to be fast.  

1
 

Fig. 6. Excerpt of the entire diagram of the case study 

Frame (enlarged on the right hand side of Fig. 6) deals with the question of choice 
of keyboard, options considered are PC numeric pad, ODS numeric pad (keyboard 
already available on ATC workstations), Macintosh numeric pad, and Sun numeric 
pad. Options are valuated (expected Sun num pad option) by two criteria: "near real 
keyboard" and "efficient quickly". Intuitively, we would suppose that designers would 
select ODS numeric pad option but in fact they chose PC numeric pad instead. One of 
the main reasons for this choice lies in the other factor "easy to implement" and this 
get a strong weight. Besides, as modelled, key arrangement of the PC numeric pad is 
closer to the ODS one keyboard. However, as shown in frame number one this design 
choice raised a new question: "how to manage fewer keys?" i.e. how to have as few 
keys as possible for entering clearances. 

Graphical visualisation supports the analysis of diagrams in order to detect ques-
tions poorly investigated or design choices under discussion. Indeed, it is easy to spot 
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(even on a large diagram) a question related to only one option and (2) options are not 
related to any criterion. 

During the six meeting providing relevant data, diagrams evolved. Some parts 
changed often as, for instance the part concerning syntax for input of clearances' values. 
DREAM versioning facilities provide an easy way to support this kind of activity.  

4.4   Rationalising DREAM  

Diagram is Fig. 7 shows the design rationale result about the design of the graphical 
representation of TEAM diagrams in DREAM. This design of this graphical represen-
tation has been done with Jean-Luc Vinot graphical designer. From left to right we 
can see the design questions (how to represent each node in TEAM) and then the set 
of options that have been envisaged. Criteria are related to the tasks of editing (e.g. 
easiness to distinguish the various types of nodes), some effort constraints (e.g. easi-
ness to implement) and some perception considerations (e.g. reading by block, per-
ceptive colour, perceptive brightness …). The main point of this task was to assess 
whether TEAM notation was able to capture such graphical rationale that is outside 
the initial scope of the notation and the tool.  

 

Fig. 7. Rationalisation of the graphical representation of DREAM notation 
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5   Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented a notation (TEAM) and its case tool (DREAM) that 
are dedicated to the engineering of interactive systems. The approach presented here 
focuses on the design process and more precisely on the traceability and rationalisa-
tion. The notation is anchored in HCI research and provides explicit links to architec-
ture (Arch), user centred development process (iterative prototyping), task analysis 
and modelling and scenarios and thus provides a generic framework for gathering 
these multiple information sources in a single model.  

The approach builds on existing work in the field of design rationale integrating 
successful aspects and providing solutions to the identified limitations. The approach 
has been applied to several case studies including interaction techniques design, 
graphic design and software engineering side of interactive systems design. 
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